
PERSONAL PORTRAIT 
OPPORTUNITY 



His acclaimed public and private portraits are highly prized by 

those fortunate enough to own them. They hang in personal 

collections in stately homes, presidential palaces, music studios 

and the Vatican, as well as in the homes of distinguished collectors 

from around the world.

 

His personal artistic movement, ‘Neo-Emotionalism’, continues 

to inspire a generation of art lovers, and to own a painting by 

Fabian Perez is to invest in a piece of art history. A painter of 

‘living legends’, he has become a legend in his own right.

FABIAN PEREZ IS THE 
FOREMOST FIGURATIVE 

ARTIST OF OUR TIME



You may wish to commission a painting of yourself or perhaps a 

piece celebrating a loved one. This is a rare and fantastic privilege 

that would once only have been afforded to the royal family, the 

aristocracy, or the most powerful or wealthy members of society.

 

Inks and paintings commissions are available in 

sizes starting from 9” x 12”.

 

Fabian is happy to work from your own special photograph to 

immortalise your chosen individual on canvas.

PERSONAL PORTRAIT 
COMMISSION



In this remarkable series, Fabian celebrates some of the most famous faces of 

our time with portraits of living legends ranging from rock stars to sporting 

heroes who he personally admires.

Arnold Schwarzenegger

LIVING 
LEGENDS



Whether portrayed in action or in repose, every subject is brought to life with accuracy, affection 

and respect. 

Fabian captures the essence of each distinctive personality in these beautifully lit and uniquely 

recognisable tributes.

Al Pacino Ringo Starr

Pep Guardiola and Sergio Aguero Quincy Jones



When Fabian spent a weekend at Althorp, the famous family seat of the Earl 

and Countess Spencer, he unveiled this portrait he had painted of the Countess 

for the family’s private collection.

SOCIETY 
PORTRAITS



Pope Francis

Fabian was invited to the Vatican to personally present this portrait to Pope 

Francis; it is now in the Pontiff’s private collection.

President Mauricio Macri

After painting former Argentinian President Mauricio Macri and his family, 

Fabian was commissioned to paint the President’s official state portrait.

HISTORIC 
PORTRAITS



Fabian paints a very small number of personal portraits. These intimate 

and beautiful works are both a stunning likeness and a deeply personal 

interpretation. Fabian paints from his soul at all times, and each portrait tells 

a story of his own response to the subject, in an expressive and emotional 

masterwork.

PERSONAL 
PORTRAITS



CONTACT

Only a limited number of spaces is now available, so if you would 

like to take this once-in-a lifetime opportunity from the foremost 

figurative artist of his generation, please contact us for details.

“FABIAN PEREZ IS A CONTEMPORARY 

ARTIST DESTINED TO LEAVE HIS 

FOOTPRINTS IN HIS OWN LIFETIME, 

LIKE FEW ARTISTS IN THE WORLD.” 

Carmela Russo (President of the Academy of Italian Artists)


